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ABSTRACT1)

Scholars who study the murals at the Goguryeo tombs tend to focus on its political attributes, 
religious symbolism, and identity of those who rest in the tombs. However, the significance of 
women's clothing in the murals is rarely analyzed. Therefore, this thesis explains the lady and 
maid costumes on the south wall of the west side of the 4th century mural tombs of Anju 
County, Wuyue County, and Huanghai South Road. The methods of analysis will include archae-
ology, literature, and women in literature and art. A comparative analysis of clothing and other 
historical relics from an objective academic perspective is conducted to show a more realistic un-
derstanding of women's clothing at the time given the sociopolitical environment. The hostess's 
"mixed coveted"-the "GuiYi system"although there is no evidence of this unearthed from the cul-
tural relics, but through historical meterials and commonalities found in images unearthed from 
the tombs of the same period or by analyzing the political background, the real existence and de-
ification can be discovered. Possible commonalities include; the maid's "upper skirt" which symbol-
izers the skirt system, the "Silk Road" which signifies the grassland line and seems to find un-
earthed costumes with commonalities, therefore further objectively proving the commonality of 
clothing culture at that time. By studying female portraits on the southweat side of the room, it 
seems that the study of male portraits is more reproducible. the 4th century Dafang County is a 
feature of the manor system which traded with the Han people as th main body of the Silk Road.

Key words: GuiYi system(규의제도), Gun&Yue two-piece style(군유2부식), Simui(심의), 
Boyo style(보요식), two-tone skirt(간군), northern style(북방식).
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